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A f(r)iction documentary of the now, the future will jungle the savage ones. A dance per-
formance that tracks down the transforming migration of two wild ones: The zebrA & The 
sharK.
“The animal is there before me, there next to me, there infront of me (..)” Jacques Derrida 
“The animal is me, The me is animal” K&A
Jungle the future is the science-fiction journey of a humanised zebra and shark that escape 
their desertic habitants to settle in cement territories: our cities. In the heart of a metropoli-
tan, in the middle of its grey neighbourhouds, they confront the rites & customs of humans. 
In an effort to blend in they eat cigarets, dress-up in the corners, get drunk on salt & gallop 
on rollers. The scandalous dream of the zebrA-lexandra Bellon, and of the sharK-arla 
Isidorou, is to integrate into the human society. The audience, as if visiting a zoo or a crime 
scene, stays safe behind two expanded lines. They witness their strugles, nostalgia, dreams 
for a better life and irresistable stamina of trying again.
Their movements unfold between savage animalistic trance gestures & wacky odd human 
actions. “Jungle the Future” is a m-Ask s-How, that questions the relationships we have 
with animals, urban and wild territories: BORDERS, ORDERS, OTHERS. All seems to be 
going well until a twist pushes the story over the line. What if these voluntarily domesticated 
animals, would domesticate us? Who is on which side of the zoo? “Jungle the Future” is
a children show for grown ups to insert a doubt into their brains: Do I wear a mask? 
Jungle the future to offer your mind provocative wild spaces & species.

SharK: “You gotta keep moving (I am well casted).”
ZebrA: “We are the primitive puppets of our own masks (I read in between the lines)”

Jungle the Future

by K&A  
is the acronym of Karla Isidorou & Alexandra Bellon as well as the one of the zebrA and the 
sharK. After challenging their bodies in the marathon perfomance NIAGA DNA, letting their 
hands transform through the science fiction object of the glove in (G)loves for (G)ants and 
questioning the physical borders between performer and audience in MINUS 9, K&A bring 
on stage two wild animals. As a pluridisciplinary company K&A bring back the tools of their 
previous works to build an unexpected physical/plastic/pushing creation.

Is the human social mask something that could be learned? 



“I’m made of zebrA, as you can see. Soon to be a human, between the lines. I haven’t lost 
my scratches yet. Between them, you can read, interferences and doubts, questions 
(Ask-how)?
I decided to cross borders by wheels. You read my scratches like a barcode. And you 
scratch my life like a linecode. I(a)mpossible to domesticate, too stubborn. Leader of the 
longest and riskiest migrations. Soon to be a human, all too human.” A

Characters: The zebrA





“I’ve the sharks lateral lines, as you don’t see. I walk between the lines, I use my tactile sense 
to read the speed and pressure changes, to scan magnetic fields of fluorescent flashlights. 
I expand and compress the space of the face, fake. As a constant nomad, I asphyxiate 
if I don’t move. A tailor-made gypsy, with an inherit poikilothermic function, adapting my 
body temprature to the ambience of the enviroment. Soon to be human, all too human.” 
K

Characters: The sharK





Choreography between animal & human
zebrA: “I gesticulate to awaken your teeth and sweep away the stinging flies”
sharK: “Propelling my fins on the beats of a zeibekiko, to awake the sea”

Outsiders: The zebra escapes her territorial gallops to balance on rollers, looking for a straight 
position. The shark turns the world from horizontal to vertical, repositioning her head. A 
scooter becomes an in between step from fins to feet.
Addicted to this new way of moving they roll between the lines. Their heartbeat reaches 
peaks. Their shared infinite stamina keeps the energy flowing.

In “Jungle the Future” K&A create the movements by bringing influences from different are-
as into the game. The choreography is inspired by the movements and the native regi-
ons of the two animals and influenced by the contemporary street culture. The sharK 
and the zebrA start from their raw animal gestures and slowly refine their fins/ heads/ legs to 
sculpt them into the gestures of the human. They shark, stripe, swirl, jump, roll till they walk, 
run, tumble and fall, practicing on the sidewalk to reach the most human marks of all... hope. 
If they want to become human, could we be proud to be human?
While the piece develops further the lines of scenography become part of their move-
ments: to restrict their space, to define it and change it. As soon as they have become 
human, maybe too human, the lines become the tools to change the power-relations. The 
question arises: who is the one that is restricted, who is the one in control. Can lines change 
(b)orders? 
They have never been so close to the edge...

Scenography in between the lines
zebrA: “Let’s jungle the future in between the yellow lines of the stanchions.”
sharK: “Can a sharK follow the lines of a zebrA?”
 
The scenography is made by stanchions and a serie of expanding yellow lines.
K&A bring on stage these restrictive objects that are used to organize the waiting lines 
and shrink the time of the people. With the yellow lines, K&A design the stage as well 
as the circulation of the audience. While the zebrA & the sharK manipulate them, they 
transform the borders to trainrails, to boxing rings, to hip-hop battlefields, to streets... They 
even materialize the frames of a human zoo. The lines define/construct/restrict the territo-
ries, the borders & orders. Until where are we willing to follow the lines?
In this performance, K&A sketch what is in between the lines. 



Sound composition / installation
zebrA: “My gallops and the sounds of the streets of Kinshasa cohabitate within me”
sharK: “In a swift difference is made ressonant.”  

The music of “Jungle the Future” is composed by Alexandra Bellon & Viva Sanchez.
This pre-recorded soundtrack is made to take the audience with in a journey:  
 - the grooves of Africas street music: the world of the zebrA, 
 - the patterns of traditional greek music: the world of the mediteranean sharK, 
 - the piannistic harmonies of Chopin: the worlds of the humans,
 - the flows of hip-hop: the worlds of the streets,

The soundtrack of “Jungle the Future” immerses the audience in the timeline of a mi-
gration. The tempo of the sound environment is inspired by a train trip. Bit by bit the music 
slurps its audience into a jungle of sounds, that blends classic scores with popular music. 
Tunes that can be brought together only on the dancefloor: the stage.
Expected outcome: a colourful animalistic original orchestration to move between the 
lines. On stage: 4 speakers, one in each corner.

The m-Ask an object / a metaphor

Changing the face to sculpt the body, and the sense of reality. When you wear a mask 
a shift of perception takes place: the eyes of the watcher and the watched one are dis-
placed, but they keep the eye contact. Both encounter the world out of a new perspec-
tive, just like that. K&A chose to work with two unexpected animals. Simultaneously:
K becomes the sharK - the sharK becomes K
A becomes the zebrA - the zebrA becomes A

Masks make mirages on the marges of minds. 

In between alternation, appearance and dissapearance the zebrA and the sharK reframe 
the notion of otherness. In a time when separation between animals and humans is still 
strong “Jungle the Future” starts. Or ends? Letting the audience behind with the question: 
who is the one with a mask? 
M-ask to provide or conceal the (b)orders
M-ask to enchant the ghosts
M-ask to dazzle the day
M-ask to protect 
M-ask to cover the roads we cross
M-ask to duel or fuel the fears
M-ask to turn forces inside out...                
 
 

Ask? How?



ABOUT K&A 
K&A, formed by Karla Isidorou & Alexandra Bellon, are a dazzling duo mixing their different
backgrounds and their complex cultural roots they spread poetical & political concepts.
Their mobile studio and stage fluctuates between variable combinations of latitudes and
longitudes. Urban & rural territories, in which borders are alive, appearing and disappea-
ring,magnetize their artistic practise. K&A create the tools to blurry the distance in between,
to make the void full.

Within K&A the single signature is killed. What stays is the space in between, a space built
through hours of training, drawing, glitching, performing, trusting and diving together into
unknown territories. By de-sponging & de-stealing the world K&A extract the matière premi-
ère that will be distilled again. Out of this continuous distillation wor(l)ds arise to invite/
invade the public.

Concepts start simple: at the core. K&A build projects & concepts that arise out of long
periods of research. Torrent books, vagary images, deserting writings, performative actions,
grinding sounds, poetical and socio-political contexts come together to create a complex
philosophical environment in which the statement of each project is formed. The multiplicity
of projects and their thorough statements create the cartography of their work.

Their work has been present at PQ2019 - Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and 
Space (Prague, CZ), Sitting Shotgun (Brooklyn, NYC), Theater de Generator (Leiden, NL) 
A LAB (Amsterdam, NL), Filmtheater FOCUS (Arnhem, NL), La Head (Geneva, CH), L’Usine 
Kugler (Geneva, CH). In 2020 their work will be hosted at MOMus - Metropolitan Museum 
of Visual Arts of Thessaloniki (Thessaloniki, GR), Fumetto Festival (Lucerne, CH), The Spire 
(Brighton, UK), MCBA - Musee Cantonal des Beaux Arts (Lausanne, CH), Festival d’Aurillac 
(Aurillac, FR), Festival Archipel (Geneva, CH) ICAF- International Community Arts Festival 
(Rotterdam, NL).



Alexandra Bellon

Is an multidisciplinary artist and performer 
based in Geneva(CH), driven by a per-
cussive & drum pulse.“ Within my practise, 
division of territories, seems to be impossi-
ble. Like approaching the human body: its 
anatomy is strongly interdependent and 
interlinked, by cutting it up in single pieces, 
you kill the rhythm of its heart.”After her 
studies at Créteil (FR), she obtained a BA 
in percussion and two MA degrees (peda-
gogy & music interpretation) at the HEM, 
Geneva(CH). As a pluridisciplinary artist 
she worked on various projects engined 
by the passion and core of her practise, 

Karla Isidorou

is a multidisciplinary artist creating perfor-
mative constellations in which different 
disciplines merge together to create an 
open meeting space between performer 
and public.Magneted by the engraved ri-
tuals of the body, the versatile structures 
of our bones and muscles, Karla Isidorou, 
was trained as a performer in a physical 
theater environment developing a spe-
cial way to extract traditional techniques 
from the past creating the diving tools of 
the future. Developing in the same period 
her physical presence and deep concen-
tration through an intense marathon swim-
ming training. Since then she has been

attracted to the concept of endurance, and repetitive waterproof gestures. Ready to be-
come a sharK. Karla Isidorou is co-founder of K&A, a duet formed with Alexandra Bellon. 
Together they expand through the physical and mental borders to create concepts and 
works that challenge the spectator. In the last years they realized  numerous projects within 
the Netherlands, Greece and Geneva. 

rhythm. Each time bringing this within different roles: co-conceptor, composer, performer, 
co-choreographer, dancer, musician. She collaborated among others with Michèle Pra-
long (CH), collective la Distillerie(CH), Brice catherin (FR),  Young Soon Cho Jacquet (KR/
CH), Jens Van Daele Burning Bridges (NL), ‘IF’ company (CH), Christian Denisart (CH) Audrey 
Bergeron (CAN). She is co-founder of “Ensemble Batida” (Bourse Leenaards 2018, Prix Jean 
François Chaponnière 2013, Lauréat of Nicati 2013, Prix Orpheus 2011), a collective of 5 
musicians founded in 2010. Their work unfolds in three spectrums: performing contemporary 
compositions, bringing on stage improvised concerts combining the percussive acoustic 
force with the sound spectrum of electronic music and creating  transdisciplinary projects 
in which invented instruments, objects and unusual configurations unfold like poetic visual 
and sonor architectures, often collaborating  with collective Hecatombe. Together with 
A.Benzakoun and M.Mercier they founded Parasite Sans S, a band that since 2015 creates 
deirious sonor improvised experiences compossed by  the past the present & the ultra futu-
re. In 2017 she formed the multidisciplinary duo K&A together with K.Isidorou.



by  K&A
www.k-and-a.co
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